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Abstract. An analysis was made of the current requirements for the training of fire and technical experts and external pilots of the emergency and disaster response system. By the example of training forensic experts of forensic institutions and expert subdivisions of the Federal Fire-Fighting Service of the State Fire-Fighting Service (fire extinguisher expert) the introduction of new professional standards into the educational system of this specialty was examined, on the basis of which the recommendations for modifying the educational program, in order to increase the quality of fire place examination were proposed. When extending the training program of the firefighting expert in the field of external piloting training, the trainee will additionally master professional competences in control and maintenance of unmanned aerial systems. Supplementing the training program for specialists of judicial-expert and expert subdivisions of the Federal Fire-Fighting Service of the State Fire-Fighting Service with labor functions in flight operation of unmanned aircraft systems, including one or more unmanned aircrafts, will allow the graduate of the educational organization to be awarded the qualification "External pilot", which, in turn, will also improve the quality of the above-mentioned subdivisions.

1 Introduction

Every day in the world, new discoveries are made, new systems are published, techniques and algorithms in human life are improved.

In order to obtain the necessary information today, the techniques and methods of obtaining it are being actively improved, introducing new channels of communication and technical means. Reliable information plays a key role in many aspects of our life, including in the work of specialists of forensic and expert divisions of the federal fire service of the State Fire Service (FED FFS SFS) [1].

The purpose of this work is to improve the system of training of external pilots of the personnel of FED FFS SFS, aimed at acquiring new competencies and the formation of
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skills in the management of modern technical means. To achieve the goal, the following specific tasks were solved: the tasks of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) used for the purposes of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia were investigated; new approaches to training external pilots, taking into account the capabilities of UAS and the tasks of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia were proposed.

2 Objectives of fire technical expertise and competencies of experts

Fire technical expertise is a separate area from all other types of forensic examinations. It belongs to the engineering and technical category, so it differs from the other types by the subject of the examination. The latter is the actual data on such indicators as: causes, conditions, circumstances that influenced the occurrence of fire, its development and consequences [2]. To the questions of the subject of fire-technical examination include the exact location of the seat of fire, the nature of the spread of fire and smoke, its ways and routes, the exact time of the beginning and its duration of burning, as well as many other nuances [3-6].

To carry out fire-technical expertise, such specialists as fire-technical experts (FTE) are involved, who must have special qualifications, the presence of certain knowledge, skills and abilities. Preparation of PTE provides the implementation of the basic vocational training program of higher education - the program of a specialist on specialty 40.05.03 Forensic Activity (training program), where as obligatory is a type of professional activity - jurisprudence. As a result of mastering the above-mentioned training program a student acquires the specialty "Forensic Science", allowing him to work as a PTE. This specialty is provided by the labor functions:
- forensic support of the preliminary investigation (preliminary investigation) of crimes;
- performance of certain functions of procedural control;
- additional professional training of employees engaged in the investigation and detection of crimes.

3 Unmanned aerial systems in the work of the fire expert

The analysis of the completeness of specialized technical means (devices and equipment) for work of PTE at the place of fire showed that the specialist of this branch should have an unmanned aerial system of helicopter type. This system, equipped with a photo-video camera and a TV set allows carrying out fixing of the information in a zone of fire during its inspection [7]. Thus, it has been established that the FED FFS SFS, being under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia, is not provided with competent specialists, who could improve the inspection of the place of fire with the use of UAS and improve the quality of their work.

It is worth considering that in order to ensure civil defense, protection of population and territories from emergencies of natural and technogenic character, including to ensure the safety of people on water bodies and fire safety, state special-purpose aviation is used. In addition, the use of aviation complexes designed to perform the functions and tasks assigned to the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia, according to the Air Code of the Russian Federation, is one of the top government priorities in the use of airspace.

Today in the subdivisions of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia, actively implemented and used UAS, which are represented by different principles of operation, forms, sizes, payload and purpose [8]. In the FED FFS SFS, an effective way to solve a wide range of tasks, including in the form of observation, is the use of UAS, as well as
various kinds of software applications for processing the obtained photo- and/or video information from digital photo and (or) video cameras, thermal imagers installed on them [9].

The authors believe that for full-fledged application of UAS the operator of PTE, controlling it (external pilot), must possess the relevant competences, which should be acquired during mastering the training program. Here it is noted that the requirements of Russian federal educational standards provide only full-time education in this specialty and cannot include e-learning training, which coincides with the training of UAS external pilots, having no foreign analogues [10, 11].

4 Training of unmanned aerial systems operators

The world experience of using and operating unmanned aerial vehicles in various fields points to the undeniable advantages of operating aerial systems with external piloting, but the human factor plays a huge role, on which the efficiency and safety of unmanned systems operation depends in the first place. It is worth noting that the operator and the aircraft he controls are separated in space, which forms a number of obstacles to optimal performance of control tasks on the part of the human operator. Such obstacles include sensory information, delays and interruptions in control loop communication lines, heterogeneity of activity tempo intensity [12].

Presenting uniform qualification requirements for operators of unmanned aerial systems and externally piloted aircraft. Among such necessary minimum requirements to the content of knowledge, skills and abilities of specialists can be included:

- mandatory knowledge of aerodynamic fundamentals, fundamentals of meteorology, as well as such issues as the organization of air navigation, safety of organizing and conducting flights of unmanned aerial vehicles with external aerobatics;
- theoretical knowledge of the components of unmanned aircraft systems, including drones, as well as the rules of their operation and maintenance;
- mastering the tactics of using unmanned aircraft systems;
- the ability to carry out practical actions aimed at planning the use of an unmanned aerial vehicle, its preparation for flight, control of the vehicle, post-flight maintenance of the complex and its elements, within the framework of certain functional duties.

It is possible to achieve a full mastery of the external pilot specialty by acquiring the above mentioned knowledge and skills. This is possible through a rational combination of theoretical training, practical training on UAS simulators, as well as independent performance of flights by trainee operators under the guidance of an instructor [13].

Currently, the most rational and effective way to train an unmanned aerial vehicle operator and a specialist in information processing and control of unmanned aerial vehicles, as well as to develop the skill of handling unmanned aerial vehicles is to use automated training systems (ATS). These systems are designed to teach and train operators to perform specific functional tasks using UAS.

5 Suggestions and points for discussion

State special-purpose aviation of EMERCOM of Russia in achieving its goals through the Department of Aviation and Aviation Rescue Technologies of EMERCOM of Russia solves private tasks: inspection of inaccessible areas of the border, observation of various land and water surfaces, determining the consequences of natural disasters and accidents, identifying forest fires, performing search and other activities.
To solve these problems it is proposed to integrate the training program of the external pilot of EMERCOM of Russia into the training program of PTE and consider the introduction of the professional standard "Specialist in the operation of UAS, including one or more unmanned aerial vehicles with a maximum take-off weight of 30 kg or less" within the mandatory discipline "Forensic photography and video recording" (Block B of the general labor function of the standard). This order is proposed to implement on the principle of mastering the training programs of specialists of secondary level, who should master one or more professions of a worker in the process of training. According to the authors, the training program of PTE - external pilot of EMERCOM of Russia should contain a theoretical block (Figure 1), which reflects the main issues of airspace use and responsibility for its use. The issues of compulsory insurance of the UAS and safety of its operation, responsibilities of crews and officials, as well as the organization of the use of the UAS should also be considered.

Fig. 1. Suggestions for the theoretical block.

Block 2 of the program provides the practical part of the PTE training - external pilot of the Russian EMERCOM (Fig. 2) and provides for the study of the basic design characteristics of the UAS, its software and life support systems. Also, it is supposed to practice taking off, landing, maneuvering along different trajectories, as well as controlling the UAS in emergency situations. Exercises of training flights of the practical block were formulated taking into account the requirements for conducting an inspection of the place of fire of the PTE.

Today, the training procedure for external pilots of EMERCOM of Russia implies training in a departmental educational organization under the program of additional professional education (APE) - professional retraining program under the state assignment at the Academy of Civil Defense of EMERCOM of Russia (Figure 3). Such an order is quite different from the foreign experience, where the external pilot of UAS provides several types of training levels for one or another type of activity [14, 15]. Thus, if it is necessary to assign the qualification "external pilot" to the employee of EMERCOM of Russia, it is necessary to spend additional time for mastering the program of additional professional education, the employer should provide and plan the budgetary allocations for training of the employee, including travel expenses, as well as take into account the separation of the employee from the main type of activity. It is also necessary to take into
account the territorial factor, which burdens the financial component and the time parameter in the full-time mastering of the above APE program.

Fig. 2. Suggestions for the practical block.

Fig. 3. Interaction between departments to train UAS specialists for the Russian Ministry of Emergency Situations system

6 Discussion

It should be noted that a graduate of an educational organization of the Russian Ministry of Emergency Situations with a specialization in "Forensic Expertise" with the qualification of
an external pilot of the UAS will be more demanded by the employer as having additional competences in working with the technical means of FED FFS SFS. In this case, the head of the unit will not need to send the newly arrived employee for further training and retraining for the right to control the UAS.

The result of training PTE - external UAS pilots proposed to pass a comprehensive exam, which will consist of theoretical and practical part, where the trainee must demonstrate:
- ability to organize and carry out the pre-flight preparation and operation of the UAS when inspecting the place of fire;
- ability to interact with air traffic control services when using airspace;
- ability to process information obtained when using UAS;
- ability to keep records of the performance of the main UAS systems, the causes of their failures, malfunctions and damage;
- ability to maintain unmanned aerial vehicle payload equipment in serviceable condition;
- skills in setting up, adjusting, adjusting and testing all UAS systems in laboratory conditions;
- skill in maintaining operational and technical documentation.

7 Conclusions

As a result of the conducted work the normative-legal base in the field of education concerning the training of PTE and external UAS pilots, the availability of modern technical systems in service of subdivisions of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia was analyzed, recommendations for improving the training of experts of FED FFS SPS, allowing to improve the quality of work on inspection of the fire scene were proposed.

Thus, supplementing the training program of FED FFS SPS specialists with the labor functions on the flight operation of the UAS, including one or more UAS, as well as excluding electronic training [16], will allow to assign the qualification of "external pilot" to the graduate of the educational organization of the Russian EMERCOM, which will ensure the full performance of tasks, facing the Russian EMERCOM.
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